Shape matching under affine transformation (SMAT) is an important issue in shape analysis. Most of the existing SMAT methods are sensitive to noise or complicated because they usually need to extract the edge points or compute the high order function of the shape. To solve these problems, a new SMAT method which combines the low order shape normalization and the multi-scale area integral features is proposed. Firstly, the shapes with affine transformation are normalized into their orthogonal representations according to the moments and an equivalent resample. This procedure transforms the shape by several linear operations: translations, scaling, and rotation, following by a resample operation. Secondly, the multi-scale area integral features (MSAIF) of the shapes which are invariant to the orthogonal transformation (rotation and reflection transformation) are extracted. The MSAIF is a signature achieved through concatenating the area integral feature at a range of scales from fine to coarse. The area integral feature is an integration of the feature values, which are computed by convoluting the shape with an isotropic kernel and taking the complement, over the shape domain following by the normalization using the area of the shape. Finally, the matching of different shapes is performed according to the dissimilarity which is measured with the optimal transport distance. The performance of the proposed method is tested on the car dataset and the multi-view curve dataset. Experimental results show that the proposed method is efficient and robust, and can be used in many shape analysis works.
INTRODUCTION
Shape refers to the equivalence representation of objects obtained through projecting the objects onto the imaging planes. The projecting action can be fitted by some finite-dimensional transformation groups, such as the affine or projective group. Shape matching under affine transformation (SMAT) is an important issue in shape analysis due to the following two aspects. One aspect is that shape matching itself is effective and robust for shape analysis. The other aspect is that affine transformation is suitable for fitting the perspective distortion when the object is far from the camera. Shape matching methods consist of two kinds generally. One kind uses the contour of the shape and has got very well results on the classical datasets, such as affine curve scale space (ACSS) [1] , inner distance shape context (IDSC) [2] , and bag of contour fragments (BCF) [3] . To accomplish the methods of this kind, the contour of the shape should be extracted and the smooth operation is usually needed to reduce the noises. The side effect of the smooth operation is that some useful information is usually removed. The other kind uses the region of the shape, such as affine invariant moments [4] , affine invariant Fourier descriptor [5] , and integral invariants [6] . Though methods of this kind develop a little slow in recent years, they are the significant part of the shape matching due to the convenient accomplishment and the effectiveness to the inner holes of the shapes. Except for these two kinds, the transformation of affine shapes into compact shapes before the matching is also a general way. The transformation methods use moments of the shape to compute the transformation matrix to make the shape become compact or orthogonal [7] [8] . As the transformation can remove the translation, scaling and skewing of the shapes, the affine relationship also degrades into orthogonal relationship which contains rotation and reflection only. The degradation can help the matching because the features to be extracted can be designed flexible to capture the useful information of the shape. This paper proposed an affine invariant shape matching method which combines the low order shape normalization and the multi-scale area integral features. The shapes with affine transformation are normalized into their orthogonal representations by the linear operations: translations, scaling, and rotation. Those linear operations are performed using the low order moments of the shapes and do not depend on the parameters of the affine transformation. The equivalent resample is used to get the compact shape of the orthogonal representation. The translation, scaling and skew transformation are removed and no information of the shapes is lost after this procedure. The multi-scale area integral features (MSAIF) of the compact shapes are extracted. The MSAIF is a signature achieved through concatenating the area integral feature at a range of scales from fine to coarse. The size of the isotropic kernel corresponds to the scale of the area integral feature. As the integral features of the MSAIF describe the detail features of the shape at a small scale while represent the coarse features of the shape at a large scale, it has a high discriminative power and is suitable to distinguish different shapes. Different shapes are matched with the optimal distance [9] to find the similar shapes which belong to the same object.
ALGORITHM DESIGN
The proposed shape matching method under affine transformation consists of shape normalization with linear operations and equivalent resample, multi-scale area integral features extraction and matching. In this section, we will introduce these three critical parts of the method: shape normalization, multi-scale area integral features, and shape matching.
Shape normalization
The shapes with affine transformation are normalized into their orthogonal representations with an affine invariant shape orthogonal method proposed by Avrithis et al [8] . The orthogonal procedure is based on the moments within second order. Assume that the shape is denoted as S , the point set of it is denoted as {( , ) 1, 2, }
moments of the shape S is shown as the equation below:
The orthogonal steps consist of several linear operations, as followings: Step1. The translation operation is performed by aligning the center of gravity of the shape to make the origin coincide:
where, 10 (s)
Step2. The first scaling operation is performed by scaling the shape horizontally and vertically to make the second-order moments of the shape become equal to one:
where,
Step3. The rotation is performed through rotating the shape anticlockwise by 0 4 θ π = :
where, R θ is a 2 2
× matrix corresponding to an anticlockwise rotation by θ radians.
Step4. The second scaling operation is performed by the similar scaling operation in Step2:
The orthogonal representation 4 ( ) a n S S ≡ can also be written as 
The above properties imply that the shape after these operations is orthogonal. The translation, scaling and skew of the affine transformation are removed and no information of the shape is lost after the orthogonal procedure.
To get the compact form of the orthogonal representation, an equivalent resample is performed. The point before and after orthogonal procedure is denoted as 
Multi-scale area integral features
The multi-scale area integral feature is proposed by Hong et al [10] . It is a signature achieved through concatenating the integral feature at a range of scales from fine to coarse. To illustrate the area integral feature, the shape is represented by its implicit form as following expression in which Ω is the domain of the shape, S ∈ Ω , and x ∈ Ω .
The implicit form is suitable for processing the topological changes and can be combined with level set framework applied to image segmentation and shape matching [11] . The normalized Gaussian kernel whose standard deviation 0 σ > is defined as following: 
For a given shape S , the shape feature
at each point in a shape x S ∈ is obtained through integrating the convolution of the Gaussian kernel and the characteristic function. It can be described as:
where, " * " represents the convolution operation. The convolution is an integral operation which is effective to make the shape feature insensitive to noise and the isotropic kernel enables the shape feature to be invariant to rotation and reflection. The illustration of the feature at different points is shown in Fig. 2 . The white region represents a shape and the circular region represents a Gaussian kernel. The value of each point is represented by the Gaussian weight area that colored in green. The feature at point c is zero because there is no overlap between the Gaussian kernel and the complementary region of the shape. The signature function based on scale is formed by applying an integral operation on the shape features at different scales. The signature of the shape S at scale σ is defined as:
where, the denominator is the area of the shape while the nominator is the integral of shape features at all points. The range of the signature is [ ] 0,1 . The minimum value corresponds to 0 σ → while the maximum value corresponds to σ → ∞ .
The shape signature is invariant to rotation and reflection. As the integral features of the MSAIF describe the detail features of the shape at a small scale while represent the coarse features of the shape at a large scale, it has a high discriminative power and is suitable to distinguish different shapes.
Shape matching
The procedures of the proposed method are illustrated as following. Firstly, the shapes are normalized into their orthogonal representations according the linear operations and equivalent resample described in section 2.1. Secondly, the multi-scale area features of the shapes which are invariant to rotation and reflection are extracted according to section 2.2. Then, the dissimilarity of different shapes which is computed according to the optimal transportation distance [9] is defined as the following equation:
The above definition is a simple integral measure of the shape signature difference over feature scales without a need to find corresponding scales for the shapes, so it is convenient and suitable for the multi-scale difference.
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method which is short by NMAIF, the experiments were done on the car dataset and the multi-view curve dataset (MCD) [12] . The car dataset which is obtained from the website consists of six classes with twenty transformations for each class to test the perfor mance of the normalization procedure. t it ik it a lt a llr ik A 4 41 4 11 it t e vit io it proposed matching method. The evaluation indicator uses the precision-recall (PVR) curve. Precision is the ratio between the right number returned and all number returned while the recall is the ratio between the right number returned and the number of the class. The PVR curve is obtained by taking the recall as horizontal axis and taking the precision as vertical axis. The area of the region formed by the axes and the curve is the indicator. The larger the area is, the better the method is.
Performance of the normalization
The car dataset and the compact shapes are shown in figure 3 and figure 4 , respectively. The first column of the two figures shows the car silhouettes of different shapes while the other columns show the affine shapes obtained by random parameters. It can be seen from figure 4 that the shapes of a same class only have rotation and reflection transformation. Though there are some burrs on the edge, the whole shape keep similar with each other of same class and compact shapes of different classes are different with other. To verify the effectiveness of the normalization procedure with equivalent resample, the experiment was done to compare it with the popular generalized affine invariant image normalization method (GAIIN) [7] using MSAIF to do the matching. The PVR curves of the two methods are shown in figure 5 in which the returned number is 1~14. It can be seen that the NMAIF is better than the GAIIN for first several given right numbers as the resample can keep the fine information of the shapes. 
Performance of the proposed method
The basic shapes of the MCD dataset are shown in figure 6 . To verify the performance of the proposed method, it was compared to the IDSC [2] , BCF [3] , and angular pattern (AP) [13] . The range of the returned number is (2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 50). The PVR curves of the four methods on MCD dataset are shown in figure 7 in which the results of the three compared method are obtained from [14] . The performance of the proposed method can be seen from the figure that the precision of the NMAIF is higher than the other three methods in every point while it was 1 the same as AP when the returned number is 2. The result of the experiment shows that the proposed method is effective to correspond to the slight perspective transformation. 
CONCLUSION
An affine invariant shape matching method based on the shape normalization and multi-scale area integral features is proposed. The normalization is performed using the low order moments of the shapes and equivalent resample, so it does not depend on the parameters of the affine transformation. The integral features of the MSAIF describe the detail features of the shape at a small scale while represent the coarse features of the shape at a large scale, so it has a high discriminative power and is suitable to distinguish different shapes. As these two procedures are based on global properties, the method will be robust to noises caused by segmentation and small shape deformation caused by perspective distortion. The proposed method is suitable for the shape matching under affine transformation even with slight perspective distortion.
